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Dear reader, welcome to a brand new edition of Arête. I take this opportunity to wish you and your loved ones a blessed Eid alAdha celebration. In this edition we delve into some interesting new topics and case studies. Engineering outsourcing is a fast

growing area and several industries are looking to leverage access to low cost markets with rich talent pool and high quality
service to outsource their engineering activities. We feature one such recent project undertaken by SSA Techknowlogies, which
helped out a leading air conditioning manufacturer in Middle East to outsource its engineering activities to our design centre in
India. We also explore lean application in pharmaceutical industry – This project helped to identify efficiency improvement

opportunities in a pharmaceutical industry which released manpower through work simplification, layout improvements and
role merging opportunities. In the knowledge nugget section, we take a look at Hoshin Kanri, a powerful tool for strategy
planning and deployment. Last but not least, in the History section, we look at a successful transformation program called Fast
Forward we delivered for Vodafone many years ago. Fast Forward was all about how we looked at business efficiency in order

to deliver superior value to all stakeholders.
Wish you a happy reading!

Case Study 1: Engineering Service Outsourcing
Situation: This project focused on outsourcing of engineering services.
The goal was to achieve design and development at reasonable cost,
desirable quality and timeframe.

Actions taken: SSA undertook complete design outsourcing services with
an aim to achieve desired out come. This included 2D to 3D conversion,
design optimization, all achieved at desired time and cost.

Results: Several components and sub-assemblies were successfully
designed and converted from 2D to 3D and delivered to client’s
satisfaction.

Situation – deep dive
This project focused on engineering services outsourcing
for a leading air conditioner manufacturing in GCC region.
The brief was to partner with their design team to
understand the current design, suggest most cost and time
effective approach to designing activities and then to
undertake the design outsourcing from the remote
location.

Actions Taken – deep dive
•

SSA received required data such as 2D
drawings, STEP Files and bill of material for
some of the products under the project
scope.

•

Based on inputs provided by client’s design
team, 3D models were developed in
Autodesk Inventor® 2018.

•

Completion of 3D models was followed by
development of 2D assembly drawings &
welding drawings with detailed dimensions
& other details required from the fabrication
perspective.

Results - deep dive

• Development of 3D parts, 3D assembly, 2D manufacturing
& welding drawings, Fasteners List and bill of materials for
the respective products.
• On-time successful delivery of designs.
• Various issues arose during development of models were
solved remotely, by coordinating with client’s design
team.
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Knowledge Nugget: Lean in New Product Introduction
In this video SSA’s founder Chairman, NC Narayanan talks

about the value of lean thinking in new product
introduction. NC expound the importance on lean thinking
at the product development stage. This can help bring
significant value through meeting the stated and latent
customer needs. This can also help design products that
are made to target cost with a view of design for easy
manufacturability.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WfDcz9Wsx5M

News: SSA launches Lean in Public Sector in Oman
SSA recently launched a lean transformation program for a
prominent public sector establishment in Oman. The project
comes with a mandate to bring about visible and far reaching
transformation across the organisation with an aim to create
superior customer and stakeholder value. We are eagerly
looking forward to creating one more success story in Oman.

Lean Tip: “Hoshin Kanri”

Hoshin Kanri
Strategy planning is a scientific process of creating strategies, deploying them, evaluating results and implementing
lessons learnt and refining the process on an ongoing basis. An organisation that is truly matured balances its focus on
action and results and makes constant course corrections to stay true to its purpose. The key shift we bring about is
that management and employees at each layer and each employee level is fully aligned with a shared set of
objectives that are drilled-down from the organisation’s objectives. The management’s focus is therefore entirely
hinged on a set of key initiatives and metrics that aim to propel the organisation towards its short and long-term goals.
The first step in the strategy planning process is creating the Organisational Strategy Map (also called as Hoshin map)
through a participative workshop with senior leadership team. The organisational strategy map normally focuses on
the improvement of company-wide business processes that require cross-functional coordination or coordination
between the company and its suppliers and customers. Once this map is completed, it is time to start delegating
responsibilities to teams across various functions within the organisation. Getting people to engage and buy-in on the
deployment process and deliverables is the key to strategy execution. This is achieved through successive cascading
to tactical and operational levels by a process known as ‘catch-ball’. The strategy deployment process links all levels
of the organisation to one another through lively discussions about the future of the company and negotiations about
targets and means, roles, responsibilities, and the allocation and development of resources.

Case Study 2: Lean in Pharmaceutical Industry
Situation: This project focused on application of lean methods in a
pharmaceutical industry. The aim was to identify and eliminate nonvalue adding “waste” across the entire manufacturing value stream.

Actions taken: SSA undertook a complete end-to-end study of the value
stream with an aim to unearth entrenched processes and practices that
contributed to “waste” leading to need to additional manpower and
wasteful usage of resources.

Results: Around 10-15% manpower were found surplus as a result of this
exercise. The study also helped to unearth opportunities for saving
material, time and cost.

Situation – deep dive
This project focused on application of lean methods across
a pharmaceutical industry. The aim was to study and
unearth “waste” in the system that added to the burden
of excessive efforts and resources. This project involved
deep-dive time & motion studies, method studies and
recommendations for improvement.

Actions Taken – deep dive


Deep-dive time and motion study



Identifying all forms of non-value adding waste



Work simplification and improvement opportunities



Solution roll-out and sustenance

Action Taken – deep dive

Opportunity
to
Automate

Activity Details

Manpower
Deployed

VA-BVANVA

ST/MO

Collecting Folded Shipper

PS 5

BVA

MO

Keeping Shipper table

PS 5

BVA

ST

Inserting Shrink Wrapped Bottles in Shipper

PS 5

VA

MO

Sealing Shipper with Adhesive Tape

PS 5

BVA

MO

Passing Shipper to Other person

PS 5

NVA

ST

Un folding Shipper

PS 6

VA

MO

Stacking Shipper

PS 6

NVA

ST

Writing with Marker on Shipper ( manual numbering )

PS 6

BVA

ST

Bring Empty Pallets

PS 6

BVA

MO

Keeping Shipper on the Pallet

PS 7

BVA

MO

Recording Wt. Manually

PS 7

BVA

ST

Moving Pallet to FG Area

Indirect

BVA

MO

Visual Inspection after Labelling

PS 4

NVA

ST

Unfolding Leaflets

PS 4

NVA

ST

Keeping Un labelled Bottles in Conveyor Before Labelling Stage

PS 8

NVA

ST

Total Men Deployed- 5; Indirect -1

Action Taken – deep dive
After Modification

Current Method
Overall Benefits:
• Shrink Wrapper can be
optimized to weigh & load
shipper in pallet
• Shipper Unfolder person can be
utilize to Pallet Bringing activity
•
•

Partially Deployed
Indirect person

Indirect Worker to move pallet to
FG area & Nylon Wrap
Labelling person can be
optimized to feed unlabelled
bottles in line

Automated
Weighing
Scale

Shipper
Unfolding

Guide rail for
Shipper

Shipper Weighing
Person

Results – deep dive
 Nearly 10% reduction in manpower
 Avoidance of wasteful overtime and subcontracting

 Improvement in work practices to reduce burden to
operators

News: SSA Partners with FGI, Gujarat
SSA recently partnered with Federation of Gujarat
Industries to conduct a Pharma Manufacturing
Leadership Summit. The session was well attended by
over 50 participants from leading industries in
Gujarat, India. The session focused on best practices
in pharmaceutical manufacturing and aimed at
bringing awareness on operational excellence
practices for world-class manufacturing.

“Alchemist” of the Month: Sarfaraz Hussain
Sarfaraz leads SSA’s Business Development Activities in South Asia
region. He has been with SSA for over 8 years and has been a key
member of the management team. Sarfaraz possesses innate people
skills and the ability to build genuine relationships of trust. He is also
very perceptive to changing customer needs and ensures our value
delivery is constantly inline with client expectations. We are proud of
Sarfaraz and wish him all the best!

From The History Pages
SSA helped Vodafone India drive a continuous improvement
program title FAST Forward. FAST Forward aimed to take corrective

measures to eliminate waste in all areas through models such as
LEAN and Six Sigma. FAST was also an acronym of the methodology
embraced by Vodafone, which stood for Find, Analyse, Solve, and
Transfer. This methodology helped bring in a standardized approach
to problem solving across the company.
FAST Forward aimed to help the company become growth ready
and gear up for the next phase of expansion in India. The rallying cry
was to cut out waste through better quality control, enhanced time
management, and continuous improvement.

“We need to build the capability to respond
efficiently and effectively to challenges,
addressing problems that might be difficult to
anticipate today. Our processes must be
designed with a long term view. Every process
should be simple and flexible enough to make
strategic changes. This is the contribution I am
looking forward to, from each one of you at
Vodafone”

Marten Pieters
MD & CEO Vodafone India
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